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Impact HD III
IMPACT HD III is specially formulated for tough cleaning needs, especially for removing 
caked-on and extremely tough built-up materials. IMPACT HD III uses deep penetrating 
degreasing clinging action to soften tar, asphalt, caked on grease and dirt, and burnt on 
carbon deposits. IMPACT HD III has superior corrosion control for all metals, including 
steel and aluminum, and will not deteriorate rubber, acrylics, vinyl, or paint. IMPACT HD 
III is safe for all airframe component materials.

APPLICATION

Use IMPACT HD III at full strength or dilute 1:2 with water depending upon soil condi-
tions. Apply to aircraft surfaces by spray or mop application. Agitate to loosen soil and 
rinse with water. If needed, allow to soak on stubborn stains without drying. Repeat agi-
tation as needed to emulsify caked on material prior to using a <80 PSI pressure washer.  

BENEFITS

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Information included herein was obtained from sources which NUVITE Chemical Compounds (a division of UNIVERSAL PHOTONICS, INC.) believes are reliable and accurate as of 
the date hereof. However, no representations or warranties, either expressed or implied, of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose or of any other nature are made herein as to 
the information provided or the product to which the information refers. The health and safety precautions contained herein may not be adequate for all individuals and/or situations. 
It is the user's obligation to evaluate and use this product safely and to comply with all applicable laws and regulations. Given the variety of factors that can affect the use and appli-
cation of a product, some of which are uniquely within the user's knowledge and control, it is essential that the user evaluate the product to determine whether it is fit for a particular 
purpose and suitable for user's method of use or application. We assume no legal liability for any injury, accident, loss, or damage through the use of this product. ImpactHDIII/719/TD

AVAILABILITY

55 Gallon, 5 Gallon, 1 Gallon, 1 Quart

TesT ImpacT HD III
Appearance         Orange gel

pH         11.9 - 12.5

Specific gravity         0.99
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• Superior cleaning for soils, caked-on grease and oil, heavy sludge, tar, greases, hydraulic 
oils, burnt on carbon

• Gel allows for penetration on vertical surface such as wheel wells, flaps and landing gears
• Conforms to Airframe OEM standard and specifications

PC2261 Series

For best results, please consult with UPI/Nuvite technical staff for further recommenda-
tions, and application techniques.


